Her wit, wisdom, and style garnered many fans throughout campus and her retirement event virtually? Consider the UC San
Looking for unique ways to host your next Airbnb Experiences option for MetLife insurance products. For questions about the MetLife partnership, the first episode. The show was shot famous performance of
items have been used as 'hero props' and a ton of AV equipment. Many of the
The crew from the new Netflix series
Fun Fact
vehicles are the first to sport the new UCSD-branded artwork in support of campus
Last Mile campaign logo. Logistics' electric
Affairs for designing the Carbon Neutral
University Communications and Public
May have spotted a few of the new electric
IPPS For Sustainability
Services & Support
Business Development Office
$250,000 to be awarded to an SB or DVBE, wherever applicable. To make an award,
Small Business First calls for all UC contracts and purchases between $10,000 and
365 days a year for parcel pickup. The future phases of consolidated Student
access to 365 days a year for parcel pickup. The future phases of consolidated Student
Wastewater Sampling
Fun Fact
retrofitted 70 wastewater machines to be deployed, and added 8 golf carts and 5
In addition to maintaining the COVID-19 self-test kit vending machine program, the
IPPS Logistics and Oracle Procurement maintain a fully-stocked PPE Store. Most items
track, and share your travel plans so that you're always in the know while on the
Maximize Your Concur Experience with Mobile Apps

Concur Mobile Apps

The Wire Request form (non-travel related) can be accessed securely using your Single
queue to be approved or rejected.
Upgrading to an online form gives campus full visibility of wire request status to foreign
now input their requests directly into the online form instead of requesting a PDF!
Request form for payments to foreign suppliers (non-travel related). Departments can
Wire Request Enhancement

We are also working vigorously with many of you to ensure your departments have the
appropriate access to view the transactional information and supporting documentation
We are also working vigorously with many of you to ensure your departments have the
invoice holds and our enhancement trackers for Oracle Procurement and Concur. This
Weekly Digest, and our quarterly newsletters, we will also be providing visibility into
Compass, and update search criteria in Concur, we hear you when you say that more
tolerance thresholds, launch punchouts, improve search results, integrate Payment
As we've worked to resolve posting discrepancies, reevaluate buyer and invoice
As we've worked to resolve posting discrepancies, reevaluate buyer and invoice
given us to facilitate candid conversations have been invaluable to prioritizing
effectively involve you, our clients, in this process and how to communicate change.
The level of collaboration in sharing reports and internal guides and the trust you have
and IPPS Advisory Committee meetings, which has allowed us to work with you directly
attending Office Hours, training sessions, Hypercare meetings, Hot Topics sessions,
As we approach one year of the campus working remotely, we want to acknowledge
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Heather Vinograd, Director, Strategic Procurement